Climbing Wall Rules

1. All climbers must check in at the Front Desk.
2. No one is permitted to belay or tie themselves in until they pass the Town of Parker safety check.
3. A helmet is recommended and can be provided at no charge.
4. Children under 10 must be accompanied and supervised by an adult.
5. You must be 14 years of age or older to pass the belay qualification test and belay.
6. Do not belay directly off floor anchors; they are only for backup.
7. Climbers who are climbing without a rope must keep to the bouldering rock.
8. No one is allowed to tighten, loosen, or move holds without authorization of a manager.
9. Please report loose holds, bad wear spots on ropes and anything you believe to be a safety hazard.
10. Only commercially manufactured climbing equipment in good condition is allowed.
11. Spectators must stay outside the climbing area.
12. When belaying you are at NO time to have your brake hand leave the rope.
13. Closed toe shoes are required for climbing.
14. No using bolt holes as holds.
15. If you are injured, please seek appropriate assistance.

HAVE FUN AND BE SAFE!